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MATERIALS PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH

FUSION REACTOR TECHNOLOGY

1. INTRODUCTION

That nuclear power will provide the major proportion of the

world's energy requirements in the near future is firmly established in the

minds of both the scientific community and the general public. In some

circles the conviction has developed that nuclear power, in its present

form, offers an inexhaustible supply of energy which will satiate man's

energy demands for milleniums hence. It seems more prooable that the present

generation of fission reactors will provide a significant proportion of this

energy during the end of this century and a few decades of the next but

beyond that, some alternative source must be found. There is some promise

that the contribution of fission reactors might be extended significantly by

making use of sophisticated breeding cycles which convert fertile material

to fissile material. This concept is largely unproven and also has inherent

limitations when viewed in the light of long term requirements extending into

future centuries. It is therefore mooted by some that early in the 21st

century the major energy source might be found in the fusion reactor, one of

the attractions being the virtual limitless supply of fuel.

Fusion reactor technology is concerned with the development and

eventual construction of a power producing economical energy source. The

magnitude of this endeavour is enormous: severe materials problems will be

encountered due to the intense neutron flux; superconducting magnets and
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lascrs of unparalleled size are required; multi-ampere neutral beams are

needed for plasma heating; tritium inventories must be kept at a minimum,

requiring advances in gas retention and separation technology. The solution

to these development problems associated with the perfection of fusion,

will require both natural extensions of the present state-of-the-art, and

also considerable advances into relatively unexplored areas of materials

studies and device technology.

Several designs have been proposed for a controlled thermonuclear

fusion device, many of which have common structural features and share common

conceptual and engineering problems. Not least of these is the very great

f 1-41problem of the choice of suitable materials for structural components .

Indeed, some would question the feasibility of the fusion power project on

the basis of the limitatiors of performance of materials currently known to

man. Many of these materials problems are common to fission reactors and have

thus been studied to some extent. However, there are many aspects to these

problems and many new problems which are peculiar to fusion systems and

therefore have received very little attention on both the scientific and

technological front. Fortunately, many of these problems have been antici-

pated at an early stage of the development programme and consequently,

many laboratories throughout the world are actively engaged in studies of

them. 'Hie main thrust of these studies, at present is towards gaining a

better understanding of the basic phenomena which might be encountered,

rathnr than developing specific materials for specific tasks.

SLIDE 1 - TALK OUTLINE
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It is the intent of this talk to outline the principles of

design ;ind operation of conceptual fusion reactors, to indicate the level

of research funding and activity being proposed at major centres and to

review the major materials problems which have been identified, together

with an outline of the experimental techniques which have been suggested

for investigating these problems.

2. CONCEPTUAL UliSIGN

The variety of concepts and designs of reactors employing the

fusion principle makes it difficult to generalize on the structural

configurations which are at present'envisaged. However, it is not intended

here to describe these systems in any detail but rather to indicate a

typical reference design of the reaction vessel so that the reader will

have some idea of the general layout of components, the materials being

proposed for these components and the environment imposed due to operating

temperatures, stresses and fluxes of various energetic particles. As the

design of plasma facilities is perhaps more advanced than for the laser

facility, greater emphasis will be placed on the former, although many

features are common.

Let us first take a brief look at the scientific principles of

fusion. The equivalence of mass and energy indicates that energy can be

generated at the expense of the mass of a system. When the nuclei of two

light elements (such as the isotopes of hydrogen - deuterium and tritium)

are fused to produce a heavier nucleus, the resulting mass is less than

that of the original constituents. The difference in mass is converted
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into energy. This is the process of nuclear fusion.

SLIDE 2 - PRINCIPAL FUSION REACTIONS

The first generation of fusion reactors will be based on the

Ii-T reaction since other combinations of light nuclides have much lower

fusion cross-sections at ion energies of practical interest. The reaction

is:

1) + Τ -* (α + 3.52 MeV) + (η + 14.06 MeV)

from which it can be seen that about 80% of the reaction energy resides in

the J4 MeV neutron. A major function of the blanket, surrounding the plasma,

then, is to degrade the kinetic energy of the neutron into heat which is

removed by a circulating coolant. A secondary function is to breed tritium

for ;i continuous fueJ supply. To meet these requirements, the blanket must

be nhout 1 m thick.

To achieve a fusion reaction with net energy output requires

firstly to give sufficient energy to the interacting nuclei to permit them

to overcome the forces of repulsion between them. This requires operating

the constituents at temperatures of the order of 100 million degrees. At

these extremely high temperatures, the interacting atoms will be stripped

of their electrons and the resulting medium will consist almost entirely

of positively charged nuclei (ions) and free negatively charged electrons.

Such a highly ionized medium is usually called a plasma. Secondly, it is

necessary that the reacting nuclei must be confined long enough to produce
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sufficicnt recoverable energy by fusion to compensate for the energy

initially required to heat the plasma. This latter condition involves the

plasma particle density (n particles per cubic centimetre) and the time

(τ seconds) for which the plasma of that density can be confined. For a

practical fusion reactor the product ητ must exceed about ΙΟ
14
 for the D-T

reaction and about 1Ü16 for the D-D reaction. At present, conditions for

in within a factor of a hundred of that required for the D-T reaction havo

been achieved.

Two major concepts have evolved as a means of promoting and

containing the reaction:

1. Magnetic Confinement

In this method, contrictive magnetic fields are used to confine

the plasma in a controlled fashion. The Tokamak configuration is the most

popular design of this type. The plasma is contained in the circular

annul us of a doughnut shaped vessel. The magnetic field is maintained by ex-

ternal superconducting magnet coils. The device is operated in a pulsed

mode with the plasma torus acting similar to the secondary coil of a

niant transformer. The electrical current flowing in the plasma produces

a portion of the heating (ohmic) while exti'a heating energy is supplied by

bombarding the plasma with energetic neutral beams (neutral in order to

penetrate the intense fields).

SLIDE 3 - ORNL DESIGN FOR 1000 MW(th) REACTOR

SLIDE 4 - CROSS SECTION OF ORNL BLANKET

SLIDE 5 - UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN UWMAK-1 TOKAMAK (SOOOMW(th))
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2. [nertial Confinement

Laser induced fusion exploits inertial confinement. The key

idea is to use laser light to isotropically implode pellets of deuterium

and tritium to approximately 10,000 times liquid density and thereby induce

fus ion.

SLIDE 6 IMPLODING PELLET

SLIDli 7 - LOS ALAMOS DESIGNED 1000 MWCeJ LCTR

SLIDE 8 - PLAN VIEW OF REACTOR LAYOUT

SLIDE 9 - OVERALL VIEW

The Reactor Vessel (Tokamak)

The early designs of reactor vessels were predicated on the plasma

physics requirements of the first wall and tritium breeding blanket.

However, more recently, effort has been directed towards the conflicting

engineering requirements and some design optimization has been conducted.

These various studies have yielded a typical blanket configuration which

is shown schematically in the next slide:

SLIDE 10 - CROSS-SECTION OF BLANKET

A superconducting coil is placed around the outside of the blanket

to provide the large magnetic field (̂ 100 kG) required to contain the plasma.

j
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Λ shielding region of 0.5m thickness and thermal insulation is required

adjacent to the coil to protect it against heat deposition and radiation

damage. Acceptable power densities over the first containment wall re-

quires that the vacuum wall radius be about. 1.5 m. As a result of these

dimensions, the fiux of neutrons at the first wall will be about 10
1 4
-10

1 5
η

cm"
2
 sec

 l
, according to the power loading.

SLIDH 11 - TYPICAL CTO AND FISSION NEUTRON FLUX SPECTRA

The vacuum chamber consists of a double wall, each 0.S cm thick

separated by a 3 cm coolant channel. About 20% of the heat deposited in the

blanket (i.e. about 3 MW/m ) is realized in the wall regions. The removal

of tliis heat from such a small coolant channel represents a major challenge

to coolant technology. The problems arise from the fact that liquid metals

are subject to severe electro-magnetic pumping losses while the thermal

transport characteristics of fused salts are unattractive. Adequate tritium

breeding in the blanket dictates that the coolant contains large amounts

of lithium. Breeding is accomplished through the reactions:

Li
6
 + η -> α + Τ + 4.78 MeV

Li
7
 + η •* η + α + Τ - 2.47 MeV

Thus, the coolant choice lies between liquid lithium (MP.180 C) and the fused

-O,,salt ()6% LiF plus 34"ΐ BeF
2
 (MP.455 C) which is known as "flibe". At the

present, despite pumping losses, liquid lithium is the strong candidate.
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lt is generally chemically compatible with the candidate refractory metals

envisaged for use in the first wall, at operating temperatures.

The operating temperature of the first wall may be anywhere bet-

ween 500QC - 1200°C. The strongest candidate materials are alloys based on

vanadium, niobium and molybdenum with melting points around 2600 C. However,

there are indications that the first reactors built will use the more con-

ventional nickel based alloys such as stainless steels (MP i> 1400°C) and

recently SAP (aluminum with a dispersoid of micron sized A ^ O , particles

for high temperature - 500 C - strength) has been suggested.

Hie breeding zone consists of about 90% lithium and 10% structural

material (niobium) and is about 60 cm thick. Outside this is the moderator

and reflctor layer (y 30 cm) backed by a secondary lithium coolant channel,

(ïraphitc is the expected choice for the moderator due to its good high

temperature properties and low neutron absorption. Outside the graphite

is 50 cm of shielding to protect the superconducting coil. The magnet

shield is anticipated to be a complex structure containing mixtures of

lead; steel; borated graphite, water and polythene; alumina; magnesia;

tantalum; lithium hydride and hydroxide. The last layer is the biological

shield. In addition to these major component layers, there will probably

be some thermal insulation layers at specific interfaces indicated in the

d i ag ram.
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WORLD EFFORT ON CONTROLLED FUSION

The countries conducting major research programmes on controlled

fusion are U.S.S.R., U.S.A., Great Britain, Germany, France, together

with a combined Euratom effort. We will look more closely at the USA

programme.

The USA spent nearly $60 million in 1574 and has budgeted $126-

million for 1976. The next slide shows the distributions of effort and

money.

SLIDE 12 USA BUDGET TILL THE YEAR 2000.

follows:

The USA objectives for the Tokamak reactor can be summarised as

1976 - 78 -demonstration of reactor level parameters

(scientific feasibility) in a hydrogen plasma.

1980 -demonstration of deuterium-tritium burning in a

Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) to be built at

Princeton University at an estimated cost of $215-

million.

1985 -realization of the Experimental Power Reactor

(£PR-1) designed for electrical power output of 20-50

megawatts during 1985-1989.

1989-90 -further development of a second Experimental Power

Reactor [EPR-11) to produce electrical power of more

than 100 megawatts during 1989-98.
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1998 - realization of the Demonstrator Reactor (DR) with

an electrical power output of more than 500 mega-

watts.

Within Canada, a recent study funded by the Ministry of State

for Science and Technology has been completed. This study entitled, Project

I'usio:; Canada: Λ Study Project for a Canadian Programme in Controlled

Thermonuclear Fusion, recommends an initial six year programme on fusion

technology. The size of the annual operating budget was suggested to in-

crease gradually from $2.5 millions in the first year, to $11 millions in the

sixth year with a six year capital budget of $35.5 millions.

4. MATERIALS PROBLEMS

The objective of this section is to identify and review the

material problems which are envisaged for fusion reactors. It is not our

purpose to compile an exhaustive catalogue of problems or to deal with any

one problem in a complete and rigorous manner; rather, we wish to convey

to the reader the variety and complexity of these problems and to indicate

the extent of the current understanding of the underlying phenomena. The

following slide gives a brief summary of the particle bombardment of the

various components of the blanket, causing structural damage.

SLIDli 13 - PARTICLE BOMBARDMENT OF THE BLANKET

It is evident that the various materials problems can first be

Jivided into two primary categories: those associated with the surface of
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niaterials and those specific to the bulk.

Λ. SURFACE EFFECTS

These problems relate to surface integrity during operation over

extended periods of time and involve erosion and corrosion. The first wall

of the blanket is bombarded by .14 MeV neutrons, deuterium, tritium and heiium

ions. It is heated by Bremsstrahlung X-rays and submitted to some synchrotron

(radio frequency) radiation. In general the bombardment will erode the wall

and release gasses that may contaminate the plasma. The principal mechanisms

by which erosion will take place are sputtering, evaporation and blistering^ .

SLIDE 14 - PARTICLE BOMBARDMENT OF SURFACE

(i) Sputtering

When energetic particles impinge on the surface of a solid with

an energy larger than, say, 20 to 100 eV, they penetrate into the surface

ind arc stopped by collision with lattice atoms. This initiates a cascade

and those atoms reaching the surface with an energy larger than the surface

binding energy are ejected from the surface . Knowing the number of

particles that hit the wall and the sputtering yield (mean number of target

atoms ejected per incident ion), one can calculate the number of particles

leaving the wall and estimate the life of a wall
(6)

However, there is no good agreement at the present time for
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experüncntai sputtering yields. In the case of metals of interest for fusion:

Niobium, Vanadium, Zirconium, Molybdenum and Stainless Steel, the .spuftering

yields are uncertain at least by a factor of two.

SLIDE 15 - SPUTTERING YIELDS FOR Nb.

The next slide shows (solid lines) for different particle fluxes

(Φ in particles/cm )
;
 the Nb wall thickness loss per year as a function

of sputtering yields. The horizontal dashed lines correspond to 0.2 cm

erosion (20% of 1 cm wall thickness) during the number of years indicated.

Hence, it is important to know more precisely the sputtering yields if we

want to know if a wall will survive a service life of 10 or 20 years.

SLIDE 16 - SPUTTERING OF "CHUNKS"

A new type of wall erosion has recently been put in evidence by

(7)
M. Kaminsky^

 7
 at Argonne National Laboratory. This is a mechanism whereby

large particles (descriptively referred to as "chunks") are released under

14 McV neutron bombardment. The erosion of the first wall by this process

could be of the order of millimeters per year. This phenomenon, which is

thought to be due to release of stored energy near the surface by atomic

collisions, if proven correct, will create a situation such that a permanent

first wall might not be feasible at all. However, recent results by other

workers*· ' ̂  has cast doubt on the validity of the chunk emission process.
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(i i) Evaporation

A second type of problem is evaporation . In a solid at a

temperature well above 0 Κ there are always some atoms in the high energy

tail of the thermal energy distribution which have an energy larger than

the surface binding energy. If the momentum of these atoms at the surface

is directed away from the surface they will evaporate. Under normal

operating conditions this should not cause any problems. If, however, some

form of plasma instability is created and a large local heating rate results,

there will be a consequent large evaporation rate.

(iii) Blistering

A third type of problem is blistering^ ' . Projectiles

penetrating through solids with sufficient energy can displace lattice par-

ticles from their sites, and when they have slowed down sufficiently they

can be trapped in the lattice. In the region of intense radiation damage

(for example, near the end of the range of the penetrating projectiles),

the vacancies formed can coalesce and form voids. If the solubility of the

gas projectiles trapped in the solid is very small (as it is, for example,

for inert gasses in metals,), a fraction of the gas can precipitate out of

solution and convert the voids into gas-filled bubbles. As the bombardment

is continued, the bubbles grow and eventually deform the surface to form

a blister.
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SLWE 17 - "CROW'S FOOT" BLISTERS

SLIDIi 18 - BURSTING OF BLISTERS

Many consequences are related to this phenomenon; first we have

a large release of cold gas and metal into the plasma when these blisters

break. This phenomenon would immediately quench the plasma. Secondly,

the presence of gas will change the surface thermal conductivity of the

metal increasing the wall temperature and favouring evaporation. In

addition, bursting of the blister followed by exfoliation is a serious

source of wall erosion. Recent experiments indicate however, that ii

certain cases, blister formation is inhibited by prolonged bombardment.

in

Blistering is highly temperature dependent . As the tempera-

ture is increased, tne flow stress of the metal is decreased with a resulting

increase in the blistering incidence and hence erosion rate. However, as

the temperature is further increased, the blister gas (mostly helium) becomes

more mobile and can be released through the.surface hence lowering the blis-

tering rate. This means that, from the point of view of blistering, the

optimum wall temperature should be > 900 C for niobium and vanadium and a

stainless steel wall operating at about 400 C will have serious problems

due to blistering erosion .

(iv) Corrosion due to Coolant

The use of lithium as a coolant may cause corrosion problems in
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;i fusion reactor . The corrosion rates of various metals and alloys are

dependent on the temperature of the lithium and on the impurities present.

The choice of the materials in contact with the lithium will have to be

carefully chosen so as to withstand attack for the life of the reactor.

For cxampi.e, copper, silicon, nickel and nickel based alloys exhibit poor

corrosion resistance even at low temperatures due to their relatively high

solubilities . Inconel is the exception to this rule with good resistance

in static tests but poor resistance due to mass transfer in dynamic tests.

On the other hand, pure niobium, tantalum, vanadium, titanium, and zirconium

resist attack by lithium at temperatures of 800 C or higher . Small

quantities of oxygen can destroy this immunity in either Mb or Ta but do

not seem to impair the resistance of the other metals. Adding a small

amount of Zr to Nb renders the alloy resistant to lithium at 815 C if the

oxygen to zirconium atom ratio is less than 2:1 and the alloy has been

heat-treated to stabilize the oxygen in the f.->rm of ZrO . The refractory

metals in general are the best materials for containing Li over a wide range

of conditions. Austenitic stainless steels do not have serious corrosion or

mass transfer at temperatures up to 400 C. Studies indicate that 316

stainless steel suffers mass transfer and intergranular attack at temperatures

between 700 C and 815 C. There is also some evidence that the corrosion of

type 316 stainless steel is affected by the nitrogen content of the lithium.

In general, grain-boundary attack, mass transfer, and decarburization are

the more serious corrosion problems of stainless steel in lithium at elevated

temperatures. All stainless steels are susceptible to mass transfer while

decarburization is more serious in those stainless steels with higher carbon

contents. Some preliminary assessment of the problem of corrosion product
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trunsport has been made for stainless steel^ . There is still some

controversy as to the role of lithium nitride on the corrosiveness of

high temperature lithium, but it can be safely stated that less severe

corrosion results with minimum amounts of nitrogen in lithium.

Λη alternative to lithium metal coolant is a fused lithium salt .

This coolant alleviates the considerable pumping losses realized in an intense

magnetic field, and also shows a greater compatibility with constructural

materials such as metals and graphite.

(v) Plasma Contamination

The release of gasses and other foreign atoms from the reactor

walls will cause the plasma to become contaminated^ ·*. This may result in

the plasma being cooled below the minimum temperature for thermonuclear

reaction and render the reactor inoperable. A major source of plasma energy

loss is due to bremsstrahlung, and increases rapidly as the fraction of con-

tamination increases. On the basis that the efficient operation of a fusion

reactor will accommodate a 10% loss due to bremsstrahlung, the upper limit

of the fractional concentration of impurities can be estimated. Typical

values are 4.9 . 10"
3
 for Be, 5.8 χ 10~

5
 for Nb and 5.5 . 10"

5
 for Mo.

The origin of contaminants in the plasma is the primary plasma

radiations and the resulting secondary readiations e.g. secondary radiation

caused by (η,γ), (η,ρ), (η, He) and other nuclear reactions and by the

various secondary particle and photon emission phenomena. As a result, the
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first walls will be bombarded by a great variety of energetic particles

(neutrons, ions and neutral atoms formed by such processes as charge exchange

near the plasma boundary) and energetic photons (breinsstrahlung, x-rays,

γ-rays and synchronton radiation). In turn, these particles and photons

produce a variety of particle emission from the walls due to processes such

as: sputtering, radiation blistering, secondary electron emission, x-ray

emission, backscattering of particles and photons, release of absorbed and

adsorbed gases, pliotodecomposition of surface compounds, particle entrapment,

re-emission of trapped particles, thermal spikes due to radiation damage, etc.

In addition, the high temperature of the walls will probably

enhance the yields of these processes and accelerate gas permeation and

diffusion. Also, the high temperatures will promote vaporization of

the wall material and of the embedded impurities, thermal desorption,

thermal emission of ions and whisker growth. The embedded impurity atoms

will include transmutation products, implanted species from the plasma and

impurities introduced from the coolant by solid state diffusion through the

wall.

It is apparent, then, that a multitude of solid state processes

can give rise to plasma contamination. These processes are materials specific

and will require a wide range of studies to establish the magnitude of each

effect, identify the exact mechanisms and optimize the design and choice

of materials to reduce the problem to acceptable levels.
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(vi) Permeation of Surfaces

This general phenomenon was referred to in section (v) but is

also associated with different problems than those associated with plasma

contamination. There are many interfaces in the fusion reactor blanket,

and consequently, many sources of transport of several solid and gas species

from one layer to another by various diffusion routes. The first and final

barrier to such transport is presented by the numerous surfaces.

The major problem under this category involves the inventory of

tritium which is present in the blanket. Tritium permeation rates from a

Fusion reactor, largely through the large metal areas of the steam generator,

-8 -1 - 2
must be limited to considerably less than 10 cc hr cm to avoid health

hazards. In addition, it is required that diffusion of tritium through the

first wall be kept at a minimum. It is well established that the bulk

diffusion of hydrogen (diffusion rates similar to tritium) is extremely

rapid in niobium at 600 - 1000°C but is reduced in the presence of a surface

oxide. Recent results, however, indicate that in certain metal systems,

such as stainless steels ' and niobiunr ' the release rate of tritium is

not controlled by the bulk diffusion coefficient but by trapping in the

surface regions. It is therefore, clear that a great deal of work needs

to be done in establishing an understanding of surface permeation of this

gas.

In contrast to the requirement of containment of tritium in

certain components of the reactor system, the extraction of tritium from
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thc lithium breeding circuits requires a material with very high permeation

r.-itcs. These materials, such as niobium and palladium, will be employed

in a membrane form to perform this extraction. It is required that these

materials perform this task with high efficiency as, for safety reasons,

the inventory of tritium in the blanket is to be maintained at low levels

A secondary problem involving the permeation of gases through

various surfaces, arises due the effect of these gases and other impurities

on mechanical properties of structural materials (see section B.IV). Thus

che pick up of these impurities by surface permeation is to be kept at a

minimum while, in a contradictory sense, gas emission from surfaces, to

maintain low concentrations, is advantageous.

Surfaces, in general, have a complex structure and, consequently,

their properties are complex and difficult to study experimentally and

difficult to understand theoretically. The study of surfaces is therefore

at a relatively elementary level and is in great need of expansion. The

problem is made even more complex by the modification of the surface

f191structure by irradiation by ions and neutrons1 .

B. BULK EFFECTS

The major problems associated with the bulk mechanical and trans-

port properties of fusion reactor materials arise as a result of long term

exposure to high temperatures and high neutron fluxes. The nature of the

specific problems which must be faced depends on the type of materials chosen
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for the particular component under consideration. Many materials and their

peculiar problems will be separately itemized below. One feature common to

all materials exposed to the neutron flux, is that of the accummulation of

transmutation products, and therefore this will be considered first.

SUM 19 SUMMARY OF BULK EFFECTS

(iJ Transmutation Products Inventory

A considerable amount of attention has been given to the production

of' transmutation products in a variety of candidate materials for fusion

reactors . Impressive libraries of the necessary cross-section data have

been compiled in response to this need . The motivation for this effort

is twofold. First, such calculations are necessary to predict the total

radioactive hazard associated with the reactor structure. Secondly, large

concentrations of impurity atoms accumulate in the structural materials to

the extent that significant mechanical property changes are to be expected.

This talk concerns itself with this latter problem.

In generalj two types of impurity are produced by the various

transmutation reactions; solid impurities with atomic numbers close to

that of the host material and gaseous impurities with low atomic numbers.

23 -2
faking niobium as an example, after a dose of about 2 . 10 neutrons cm

(10-20 years), the following atomic fractions of impurities will be pro-

duced: 1 . 10"
1
 IT, 6 . 10"

4
 Y, 5 . 10~

3
 Η and 3 . 10"

3
 He. In response

to the relative magnitude of these numbers, most effort has been devoted to
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calculation of gas ])roduction and their effect on mechanical properties.

The literature contains considerable data on the production rates of most

major impurities in many materials. Not least in these efforts has been

the development of neutronics codes which calculate the rate of production

of tritium in the breeder blanket.

SLIWi 20 - GASEOUS AND METALLIC TRANSMUTATION PRODUCTS IN Nb

SLIDE 21 - GAS PRODUCTION IN A VARIETY OF METALS

SLIDE 22 - TRANSMUTATION PRODUCTS IN Si C

i

(ii| Gas Permeation

Data on the mobility of gas atoms in the bulk is vital to the

understanding of major impurity effects such as bubble nucleation, growth

and migration. Some effort is being directed towards measuring the diffusion

coefficients of these, particularly helium. Such studies are made difficult

by the peculiar surface properties of materials and their effect on permea-

tion rates, as discussed in section A(v). It is also vital that some

theoretical understanding be achieved on the mechanisms involved in the

diffusion of gases in the bulk. It is important to establish whether the

gas migrates as a highly mobile interstitial or becomes trapped at a

vacant lattice site and moves substitutionally through a vacancy mechanisnr Κ

Both modes of transport have been observed in some materials at different

temperature regimes.
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Anothcr important aspect of this topic is the way in which

irradiation damage, due to neutrons, can affect diffusrlonal rates due to

the enhanced diffusion routes provided by the large super-saturation of

vacancies. In addition, irradiation can enhance gas permeation due to

the greater mobility of gas bubbles in this environment.

(iii) Swelling Due to Gas

In the last two sections we have seen how large amounts of

transiiiutational gas is produced in the first wall and blanket of a fission

reactor and that these gases are mobile at the temperatures of interest.

There is a critical range of mobility which determines whether the gas atoms

arc able to collect and stabilize as a bubble in the lattice
(23)

Thus, in

the case of hydro
b
?n in niobium at operating temperatures, the diffusion

-4 -2 -1
coefficient is sufficiently high (y 5.10 cm sec ) that the instantaneous

hydrogen concentration is too low for appreciable aggregation and hence bubbles

do not appear. Rather, the atoms will diffuse rapidly to grain boundaries

and thence to external surfaces where they will be emitted. The permeation

2 -2 -1

rate of hydrogen is also very high (ΑΊ0 cc cm hour ) at a surface tempera-

ture of 1000 C so that any hydrogen trapped in pre-existing bubbles will

rapidly permeate back into the lattice and will subsequently escape by

diffusion. Hydrogen, then, in general presents no problem in this regard.

In contrast to this, helium is a relatively slow diffusing species;

although the diffusion coefficient is not well known to date, it is of the

same order of magnitude as the self diffusion coefficient, which at 1000°C
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is >\» 4.7 χ 10 cm sec" (ignoring enhancement due to irradiation). The

helium atoms arc produced at random throughout the solid and during their

diffusive random walk, they form pairs by chance encounter. In this way,

small aggregates of a few helium atoms and a few vacancies (which lower the

associated strain energy) collect to form a stable and relatively immobile

nucleus. As the process proceeds, the number of aggregates increases until

the probability th.it a newly formed gas atom will diffuse to a pre-existing

nucleus will exceed that for formation of a new nucleus. The aggregates

then grow to form a bubble proper. When the bubble size is at equilibrium,

the gas pressure is just sufficient to equalize the collapse pressure due

to surface tension.

Clearly, the formation and growth of bubbles gives rise to a

volume increase of the bulk material where the total bubble volume is equal

to the total bulk swelling. The bubbles themselves are not totally immobile,

they will drift by various diffusional routes in response to a stress or

temperature gradient. They can also migrate through Brownian motion. The

diffusional mechanism may be bulk or surface diffusion or evaporation/

condensation and these mechanisms might be enhanced by irradiation ' .

Such bubble mobility gives rise to bubble coalescence. The physics of

coalescence is such that, for a given quantity of gas, the equilibrium Olume

of the coalesced bubble is greater than the sum of the equilibrium volumes

of the two separated bubbles such that bubble coalescense gives rise to

further swelling. The expected swelling in niobium is therefore a function

of the average bubble size; for a radius of 10" cm, after 10-20 years, it

has been calculated that swelling will be M).8% and for a size of 10~
4
 cm,
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it will be % 30%.

SLIDE 23 - SWELLING AS Λ FUNCTION OP BUBBLE SIZE

There is a considerable experimental difficulty in studying

swelling due to helium in materials for use in the fusion reactor. This

is due to the fact that helium production rates are so prodigious such

that they cannot be realized in fission reactors which might be used as

irradiation testing facilities. To overcome this difficulty, the process

c;in cither be simulated by bombarding material with energetic helium ions

which supply the necessary helium and produce damage simultaneously, or

material is preinjected with helium and subsequently irradiated in a fission

spectrum. As a consequence, experimental data is sparse and designers have

relied to date on theoretical calculations.

SLIDE 24 - Zr IRRADIATED WITH He IONS AT 300°C

SLIDE 25 Zr IRRADIATED WITH He IONS AT 400 C

(iν) The Effect of Gas on Mechanical Properties

We have reviewed above the problem of swelling due to bubble

formation resulting from the production of helium. In addition to this

specific concern, the presence of gases in metals, both in the form of

bubbles and in solution, can affect the whole range of mechanical properties

to varying degrees. In fact, one of the major efforts in process and
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fabrication metallurgy has been to improve mechanical properties (particularly

ductility) by reducing gas contents to a minimum. A large literature has

consequently developed on the effect of gases on mechanical properties in

general and no attempt is made to review this vast field here. It will be

sufficient to review the general principles of the interaction of gases and

mechanical properties and outlino a few results which are specific to fusion

reactor.

First, it is important to note that both atomic helium and bubble

helium can interact with dislocations and hence impede their motion in

certain temperature regimes. This gives rise to an increase in the flow

stress which might be beneficial in certain circumstances but, in general,

leads to embrittlement. Due to the low mobility of helium, this effect

might prevail at relatively high temperatures. It is significant that the

bubble is the most effective barrier to dislocation glide as its interaction

with a dislocation is uniquely attractive in nature and gives rise to very

f 251high binding energies*· '. Thus,, helium would generally be expected to

improve properties involving plastic flow such as tensile strength, creep

strength and fatigue lives. These effects have been confirmed experimentally(26)

Perhaps the major detrimental characteristic of helium is its

effect on ductility . This arises from the primary effect of bubble

growth and coalescence and also due to the increase in the flow stress which

reduces plasticity and promotes brittle fracture. The effect of bubbles

can be particularly rapid and under the influence of a tensile stress, the

bubbles will grow even without the supply of further gas atoms. Link up of

the bubbles eventually results in catastrophic failure. Such effects have
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been well documented in the FCC metals but there has been very little work

done onthe BCC refractory metals. Indications from simulation experiments

(helium doped, no irradiation) that creep lives of niobium alloys are

typically doubled but that the creep ductility is halved^ . Calculations

based on a theoretical rupture model indicates that the problem attains

serious proportions at the higher temperatures (1200 C)
 }

. The study of

the combined effects of helium formation and irradiation damage on mechanical

properties is only just being started in laboratories using various simulation

techniques.

Finally, it should be mentioned that, in addition to the inter-

action of helium with a dislocation, the interaction of helium with point

defects, the vacancy in particular, is expected. The consequence of this

lias been explored in theoretical models and the possible effects on diffusion

controlled radiation damage effects examined. An example of this is the

effect of helium on swelling and embrittlement due to irradiation induced

voids which will be dealt with in the next section.

f ν} Swelling Due to Irradiation Voids

Swelling due to the production of voids under neutron irradiation

has been investigated extensively in fission reactor materials
1 J

. At the

outset, we must distinguish between voids and bubbles. In contrast to the

latter, voids, although possibly associated with helium gas, nucleate and

grow despite the fact that they contain insufficient gas pressure to counter-

act the surface stress. We must describe briefly the mechanism of void for-

mation to appreciate the magnitude of the problem for the fusion reactor.
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Neutron bombardment of a material produces large numbers of

vacancies and interstitials through atomic displacements. Several attempts

have been made to calculate the number of atomic displacements in a fission

spectrum compared with that of a fusion spectrum. The enhancement factor is

about 2 to 4. Λ large number of interstitials and vacancies annihilate each

other soon after their formation while the remainder tend to cluster together.

These clusters may precipitate and collapse into dislocation loops which

grow by collecting additional point defects of like species such that a dis-

location network is generated. The existence of clusters and loops can give

rise to changes in mechanical properties. There is a temperature range

between about 0.3 to 0.5 of the melting point where the mobilities of the

point defects are such that their absorption at different types of sinks

occurs at differing rates giving rise to a particular distribution of defects

in particular forms. Within this temperature range, the interstitials drift

preferentially to dislocations, which act as an efficient sink for them,

by undergoing climb. This biased drift is caused by the stress gradient

associated with the dislocation and is a consequence of the higher elastic

interaction of the interstitial with the stress field, compared to a vacancy.

The net result is that excess vacancies are free to collect as clusters. It

is thought that if a sufficient supply of helium atoms is available, the

clusters will precipitate as void nuclei instead of dislocation loops. These

voids then grow by collecting further excess vacancies. There is a negligible

stress field associated with a void and therefore it acts as a neutral sink,

attracting vacancies and interstitials equally. Growth is maintained solely

as a result of the biased nature of the dislocation sink for interstitials.

Typically, the voids are 200-300°A in diameter and, depending on operating
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conditions, swelling of up to 80% has been reported.

Several basic theorie--, have been developed to describe this

process and computer programmes are available to calculate swelling rates

for stainless steel in fast breeder reactors. However, experimental data

23
arc generally not available above 10 ' nvt fission neutrons with energies

greater than 0.1 MeV. Higher doses are being simulated with ion and proton

bombardment.

SLIM; 26 SWELLING IN S.S. DUE TO VOIDS

SLIDE 27 - VOIDS IN S.S. AS A FUNCTION OF DOSE

Very little information is available for void production rates with

14 MeV neutrons with the added complication of copious helium production

which is expected to enhance nucleation and possibly growth.

In addition to the direct effect of swelling on the various

components of the blanket and first wall, it has been shown experimentally

that the presence of voids decreases the high temperature ductility of niobium

alloys by about 100% despite the fact that the fracture mode remains ductile

in nature. The explanation for this is based on the knowledge that dislo-

cation movement during a tensile test can remove radiation induced damage

sucli as loops and clusters, but cannot remove voids. In addition, we have

pointed out earlier that dislocations are effectively pinned by voids. The

result is that work hardening is extreme, plasticity low and fracture

accelerated.
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(vij Effect of Irradiation on Mechanical Properties

In the above sections, we have already made reference to some

aspects of this general problem. Thus we have discussed the effects of voids

and bubbles on such properties as fracture (embrittlement), plastic flow

and work hardening (high flow stress, reduction of ductility). In a

similar fashion, other irradiation induced debris such as clusters and loops

can contribute to these effects. A vast literature has grown up around this

general subject, and we shall confine our attention here to one further

important topic, that of irradiation enhanced creep

SLIDE 28 - IN-REACTOR CREEP CURVE FOR Zr-2

SLIDE 29 - EFFECT OF FLUX ON CREEP RATE

It is anticipated that stressed components exposied to the intense

fast neutron flux and high temperatures in a fusion reactor will be susceptible

to radiation enhanced creep. This phenomenon is of general concern in current

fission reactors due to the fact that the enhanced creep in a conventional

fission reactor is a manifestation of the large number of point effects which

are produced by neutron bombardment and current understanding would indicate

that the problem could be intensified in the higher energy, higher flux

situation of the fusion reactor. As explained in section (v), the point

defects, having been formed, migrate preferentially to various sinks. The

net effect is that an excess of interstitials is absorbed at dislocations

while the balancing number of vacancies are absorbed at voids. In the event
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that a particular material does not usually form voids e.g. zirconium and

titanium alloys, the excess vacancies are probably absorbed at grain

boundaries which can also function as a neutral sink. This process also

gives rise to enhanced grain boundary sliding which, itself, contributes

to the overall creep rate.

The biased flux of interstitials to the dislocations will cause

climb to occur at a rate which exceeds that produced thermally under the

action of stress alone. Through this process, the dislocations are able

to overcome obstacles such as precipitation particles and irradiation debris

and are then free to glide under the action of the stress to produce creep

deformation.

It is possible that the climb of dislocations alone (without

glide) can produce creep strain. This will occur, in general, if the dislo-

cation distribution is non-random and there is a net, non zero Burger's

vector for the complete network. A specific example of this is the precipi-

tation and growth of dislocation loops on preferential habit planes which

produce's directional strain, termed irradiation growth. Such growth will

produce an overall shape change in a polycrystalline body only when preferred

orientation is present. However, in the case of a random polycrystal

line material, the irradiation growth will produce internal stresses

which will attain values close to the yield stress such that any applied

external stress will -produce a corresponding plastic strain.

There are other mechanisms which will give rise to creep strain
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and will become effective depending on the stress and temperature regime

and the neutron flux. These secondary processes will not be discussed here

but include creep due to thermal spikes, creep due to the non-conservative

glide of screw dislocations and diffusional creep.

The generation of in-reactor creep data has considerable

experimental difficulties which have been overcome for the case of a fission

reactor. These techniques could be extended to the case of a fusion spectrum

but until a major 14 MeV neutron irradiation facility becomes available,

there will be no data available of direct application and no knowledge of

the magnitude of the problem for the fusion system.

(vii) Effect of Irradiation on Diffusional Transport

Throughout this talk we have stressed the importance of diffus-

ional processes as they affect, directly, several damage mechanisms and

problems of containment. It is well known that diffusion itself and diffusional

controlled processes in general are accelerated by neutron and ion

irradiation^ . This is due simply to the generation of enormous numbers

of point defects above the normal thermal equilibrium values. The precise

way j.n which diffusional transport is affected is a complex problem due

to the fact that both vacancies and interstitials are produced in equal

numbers. Therefore, to determine the effect of flux on any diffusional

controlled process, it is necessary to make a complete analysis of the

mechanisms involved so that the total kinetic process may be understood

and the extrapolation of data to high doses may be undertaken with

confidence.
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(viii) Problems Associated with Superconducting Materials

Current concepts for magnetically confined fusion reactor

devices include superconducting magnets to reduce the magnet system

power requirements. Superconductors have already found important appli-

cation in magnets for research in various types of equipment employed

in high-energy physics. Research on such superconducting material has

indicated that the specifications required of a commercial superconductor

are both extensive and exacting . One of the most important problems

to be solved is flux stability in these materials. A solution to this

problem is to develop a material where microstructure and metallurgical

properties are such as to generate a strong flux pinning force. It is

known that precipitates, grain boundaries, dislocations and other defect

structures play an important role as pinning centres. For this reason,

a great deal of effort is required to understand these effects more fully

and to develop alloys which have a high pinning strength. One approach

has been to develop composite filamentary wound materials in a metal matrix

such as copper. Of the multitude of alloys and compounds that have been

found to be superconducting, only a few have the combination of good

magnetic properties and good fabricability.

Apart from these generic problems which are of a general metallurgical

nature, problems are expected to arise due to the fact that the magnets in a

fusion reactor will be subject to neutron irradiation. The problems of

shielding of such magnets have been considered and it is anticipated that a

IS —2
fast neutron fluence of about 10 η cm could be experienced by the magnet

coil during a reactor lifetime. Some effects of irradiation (neutrons and
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ions) on superconductors have been investigated^ ' . It has been found

that irradiation can have a profound effect on the superconducting critical

current. These effects are thought to be due to the modification of structure

by irradiation damage. In addition, because, of the complex interaction of

irradiation damage processes with the initial microstructure, the results

of these studies is found to be very sensitive to the initial metallurgical

state of the superconducting material. It is apparent from the literature

that such irradiation damage effects are poorly defined and even less under-

stood in superconductors. This probably reflects the poor understanding

of superconductivity itself. It is evident that there is a great need

for technological and scientific research in this area.

(ix) Problems Associated with Ceramic Materials

Ceramics have been proposed for several components of a fusion

.(3)
reactor^ ;. These applications will be discussed separately.

(a) First Wall Structural Material

Ceramic materials such as silicon carbide and various

forms of graphite have been proposed for first wall structural

materials . The advantage of these low atomic number

materials is that neutron induced radioactivity is small^ ,

the erosion rate due to sputtering and blistering is lower than,

say, niobium *• J, they are in abundant supply and these

materials show excellent strength characteristics above 1000°C.
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Their major disadvantages are that they are very brittle materials

and neutron reactions produce excessive amounts of gaseous products,

Their mechanical and dimensional behaviour under neutron bombard-

ment is relatively unknown, although there is experience in using

(35)simple graphites in fission reactors

(b) Electrical Insulating Materials

The problem of high pumping power and consequential high stresses

in a lithium metal cooled blanket has already been mentioned. It

is well known that insulated containment walls can be used to

reduce magneto-hydrodynamic pressure drops. The dielectric break-

down of potential, insulators has been measured , and alumina

appears to be a strong candidate material. Some work has been

initiated in studying irradiation damage by 14 MeV neutrons in

this material1 '. A second application of electrically insulated

materials is that of the first wall of the theta pinch reactor

concept. This reactor will employ a powerful pulse of electric

current to effect rapid compression and heating of the plasma.

This process requires the first wall to be coated with an insulator

which will withstand a potential difference of 6000 V cm" .

Furthermore, elements of the blanket structure must be separated

by thin layers of insulator. This material will have to withstand

the severe environment at the first wall, together with severe

thermal shock effects. Again, the material envisaged for this

application is
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(c) Thermal Insulation Materials

Die high temperature blanket structure in a fusion reactor must

be thermally insulated from the outer magnetic shield. The

severe temperature and radiation environment to be encountered

places stringent requirements on this insulation. There is a

strong incentive to keep the thickness of such insulating layers

to a minimum in order to reduce the superconducting magnet size

and hence its cost. Graphite materials have been proposed for

this application, with an interest being shown in carbon fibre

Γ39")
composites . Some information is available on the behaviour

(•39)
of such materials in-reactor

v
 .

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It should be evident to the reader that materials related probems

in fusion reactor systems exist in a profusion of variety and complexity.

Rather than dwell on the more conventional aspects of the engineering and

metallurgical aspects of the use of materials such as niobium in fusion reactors,

this talk has tended to emphasize those problems which are related to the

influence of a 14 MeV neutron flux. This bias does not deny the effort which

must he generated in areas such as alloy development and fabricability of

these materials, but, rather, recognizes the very considerable uncertainty and

difficulty associated with high fluences of high energy neutrons. This

emphasis reflects the established role of neutrons as a problem
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gcnorator in fission reactor systems; certainly fission related studies would

confirm the reality ofthe engineering and safety aspects of irradiation damage.

Experimental techniques for measuring parameters of engineering

significance such as tensile, fatigue and creep strength are well established

for conventional materials and will require only minor modification for the

testing of the more exotic fusion reactor materials. In contrast, the

experimental techniques available for studying long term irradiation damage

effects, in general, and their relation to fusion, in particular, are in an

embryonic stage of development. It is to be expected, therefore that there

will be extensive effort devoted to fusion materials technology in the near

future on a world-wide basis. As a summary, the following list of topics is

likely to represent the broad categories of these investigations.

Surface erosion due to sputtering, blistering and evaporation.

Permeation and diffusion of gases such as tritium and helium in

materials.

The swelling of material due to gas bubbles and irradiation induced

voids.

The modification of microstructure by irradiation damage and its

effect on mechanical properties.

Changes in specific mechanical properties induced by irradiation

in metals and ceramics of interest. This would include properties

such as creep, ductility and brittle fracture.

Fundamental study of irradiation damage due to 14 MeV neutrons

involving theoretical effort and experimental techniques such as
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cryogenic irradiation followed by kinetic studies of recovery

processes.
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PRINCIPAL FUSION REACTIOMS

I. D + D

2. D+ D
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4. D+ Η-

-*-T (I.Oi MeV) + ρ (3.03 MeV )

- * - H | (0.82 MeV) + η (2.45 MeV)

(3.5 MeV) + η (14.1 MeV)

(3.67 MeV) + p ( ! 4 . 6 MeV)
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1- Front motorised caterpillar
2- Lithium inlet or outlet
3- Front magnet dewar support
4- Front blanket support bar
5- Magnet support shear beam
6- Vacuum port shield
7- Toroidal magnet in its dewar
8- Vacuum connection
9- Shield

10- Rear blanket support rods
11- Heat Removal cells
12- Blanket seal flange
13- Neutral beam injection port
14- Particle collection plate
15--Rear motorised caterpillar
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Laser implosion of a pellet. The atmosphere extends to several pellet radii and is formed
before the main laser pulse by a prepulse that ablates some of the pellet surface. Absorp-
tion of the laser light in the outer atmosphere generates hot electrons. As the electrons
move inward heating the atmosphere and pellet surface, scattering and solid-angle affects
greatly increase the spherical symmetry. Violent ablation and blowoff of the pellet sur-
face generates the pressures that implode the pellet; the effect is similar to a spherical
rocket. The pellet core then undergoes thermonuclear burn.
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REGIONS

1. D-T plasma, source of
14.1 MeV neutrons

2. Vacuum

3. First wall .(Niobium)

4 and 6. Lithium with 6
volume percent niobium
structure

5. Graphite reflector

7. Superconducting magnet
shield

i FUSION REACTOR REFERENCE DESIGN
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sa)= " l Wall sputtering erosion rGte for Nb vs
'' sputtering yields S^.

(From Laegreid N. and Dahlgren S.D., J. Αρρί. Phys.
4 4 , 1973,)
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4 DISCUSSION
lii a cold-worked polycrystalline
appearance of one large blister <r
ted surface area when bombarde'
with 1.5-MeV He+ ions (Figure I
smaller blisters when bombarded
(Figure lc) can possibly be unde
way. As the projectile energy iuo
the damage distribution and the
concentration of implanted ions
below the irradiated surface. Thi
tion of helium bubbles at larger c
turn leads to an increase in the tl
skirt (our earlier measuremen ts' °
bombardment gave a skin thickii'
the thickness in the present work
~2.0 μηι). Furthermore, a highei
required for plastic deformation
skin formed at the higher project
a larger number of bubbles from
area coalesce to form larger biistt
smaller blisters by the 0.5-MeV it.
favored because the concentratio
defects near the surface is higher
1.5 MeV. ι

The fact that blistering by hel; I
was less at 900° than at room ten
monocrystalline and for polycryi
be due to several important facto
the more rapid annealing of lat tic
sample temperatures would lead ι
bubble nucleation. Another reaso
implanted helium may be lost thr
atomistic helium diffusion cr mig
Although the size of such (nibble:
the resolution limit of the scannir
used in these experiments, the ev
that helium atoms or bubbles can
distances during irradiation has b<
earlier observation11 of denuded ;
crow-foot blisters. In some recent
measurements of the helium re-er
surfaces during helium ion implai
Morse21 found that the re-emissio
than 1.1 χ 1018 He atoms/cm2 is
than at room temperature. This a;
tion that the blistering is less at 9i
temperature.

The difference between the de
the monocrystalline niobium sant
in the cold-worked polycrystallin .·
partly due to the extremely large :
initial dislocation density of the t
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Cross sections for the production of impurities in niobium by 14·1 MeV.

neutrons and the atomic fractions formed jn the reactor after 20 years.

Cross section (mbarn)

Atomic fraction

Η

22 ±8

5-1 ± 1·9χ. ΙΟ"3

He

1 1 - 8 ± 1 - 2

2·75 ± ·28χ 1CT3

Υ

2·5 ±1·1

5 · 8 ± 2 · 6 χ ΙΟ"4

Z Γ

446+41

·99 + -1Οχ 10~1

^/ΟΙ,

'Silf
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Fig. 7. Xii-rractor creep of Zircaloy-2 (onld-workod 20%, stioss-rclioved 72 li a t 400 °C). Sliww: 0-1280 li, 14.1 kg/mm» (20 000 psi); 1280-6920
21.1 kg/mm 1 (30 000 psi). Temporal lire: :!00 °C; jicivlt nivilron flux: 4-0 XlO1 2 n/cins-soc (/ ί>1 MoV).
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Fig. 9 Effect of neutron flux on irradiation effective creep rate (computed by Eq. 13a) of
cold-worked Zircaloy normalized to an effective stress of 20,000 psi (Eq. 12) and 300°C. Data from
Kef. 104 were extrapolated to a flow stress of 20,000 psi. The creep rates plotted represent the total
effective creep rate less the effective creep rate measured in tests on unirradiated specimens. This
correlation between uniaxial and biaxial creep implies that there is not a strong anisotropy effect at
these low strain rates.


